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Oil-Free Turbomachinery Program 
Background 
NASA’s missions to revolutionize aviation and 
explore  space require the development of 
revolutionary, long-life, high performance, high speed 
rotating machinery systems. 
Challenge 
A revolution in rotating machinery performance can 
only be achieved through radical changes in the 
foundational rotor support technologies.  
Combine emerging Oil-Free technologies (Foil Air and 
Smart Hybrid Bearings, Tribological Coatings and 
Analytical Modeling) to enable revolutionary Oil-Free 
rotating machinery systems. 
Approach 
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Enabling Technology:  Advanced Foil Bearings 
Foil Bearing Benefits: 
ü  Self-acting hydrodynamic “float on air”  è No external pressurization 
ü  No DN speed limit  è Higher power density 
ü  No lube/tanks/coolers/plumbing/filters  è Lower weight 
ü  Operate to 650 oC  è Higher efficiency 
ü  Compliant “spring” foil support  è Accommodate misalignment & distortion 
ü  No maintenance  è Reduce operating costs 
Source, Thrust Bearing Sketch: Fortmann, US Patent #4,082,375, Apr. 4, 1978 
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Foil Bearing Load Capacity – Generation I, II, & III  
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Generation I Foil Bearings (1960’s – 1970’s) 
Source:  DellaCorte & Valco, “Load Capacity Estimation of Foil Air Journal Bearings for Oil-Free 
Turbomachinery Applications, NASA/TM-2000-209782, ARL-TR-2334, Oct 2000 
•  Load capacity coefficient, Dj’s, 0.1 - 0.3 
•  Foil geometry essentially uniform in both the 
axial and circumferential directions (including 
uniformly periodic circumferential geometry) 
•  Stiffness characteristics of the foil structure 
are more or less uniform 
•  Foil surface deforms due to the fluid film 
pressure without support structure 
specifically accounting for localized effects 
such as edge leakage, thermal gradients, heat 
generation and other hydrodynamic 
phenomena 
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Generation II Foil Bearings (1970’s – 1980’s) 
Source:  DellaCorte & Valco, “Load Capacity Estimation of Foil Air Journal Bearings for Oil-Free 
Turbomachinery Applications, NASA/TM-2000-209782, ARL-TR-2334, Oct 2000 
•  Load capacity coefficient, Dj’s, 0.3 – 0.6 
•  Stiffness of the foil support structure varies 
axially along the bearing length or in the 
circumferential direction, but not both 
•  By controlling stiffness in one dimension (axial 
or circumferential) the bearing better 
accommodates phenomena like edge leakage 
and, hence, yields improved performance 
•  In leaf foil bearings, use of a “stepped” 
backing spring 
•  In bump type foil bearings, bump layers are 
split circumferentially for axial compliance 
control or the bump pitch is varied for 
circumferential compliance control 
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Generation III Foil Bearings (1990’s) 
Source:  DellaCorte & Valco, “Load Capacity Estimation of Foil Air Journal Bearings for Oil-Free 
Turbomachinery Applications, NASA/TM-2000-209782, ARL-TR-2334, Oct 2000 
■  Load capacity coefficient, Dj’s, 0.8 – 1.0 
■  Tailoring the foil support structure stiffness in 
•  Axial (L) 
•  Circumferential (Θ) 
•  Radial (r) (i.e., displacement sensitive) 
 directions to enhance bearing performance 
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Enabling Technology Breakthroughs 
X
Y
Z
■  Advanced Foil Bearings 
•  Load capacity has doubled 
■  High-Temperature Solid Lubricant Coating 
•  NASA PS400, 100,000 start/stops, 25 °C to 650 °C 
■  Analytical & Rotordynamic Modeling 
•  Less time, risk & cost from concept to application 
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Oil-Free Turbomachinery Technology Path 
Air Cycle Machines (ACM’s) 
•  Clean Oil-Free Cabin Air 
•  High Reliability 
•  Maintenance Free 
Turbocompressors 
•  No Process Fluid Contamination 
•  Cryogenic Capability 
•  Long Life 
1970’s 
1980’s 
Turbogenerators 
•  Low Emissions 
•  Lightweight 
•  Maintenance Free 
Turbochargers 
•  Mounting Orientation Freedom 
•  No Particulate Emissions 
•  High Temperature Small Gas Turbine Engines 
•  High Speed 
•  Low Cost 
•  Maintenance Free 
Mid-Range & Large Engines 
•  High Temperature & High Speed 
•  Design Architecture Freedom 
•  Revolutionary Engines 
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Oil-Free Turbocharger (1999) 
ª  2 Journal Foil Bearings 
ª  2 Thrust Foil Bearings 
ª  NASA PS304 Coating 
ª  Rigid Rotor 
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Recent history 
• New foil gas bearing supported products hitting 
the marketplace. 
•  (5-500 hp) turbocompressors, (30-200 kW) 
microturbine generators, automotive 
turbochargers, APU’s and industrial blowers. 
• Many of these machines use foil bearings of first 
and second generation designs now off patent 
protection. 
• Korea is the most active region for Foil Bearing 
R&D and new product development. 
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Korean Foil Bearing R&D/Users 
• Neuros,  
• Kturbo,  
• KFM (Korea Fluid Machinery) 
• Samsung Techwin 
• Turbomax 
• KAIST 
• KIST 
• KIMM 
• Hangwa Motors 
• Hyundai 
• LG 
• Others 
Hi-Speed Blower: Most common 
Korean Oil-Free product today.  
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Recent history 
• New foil gas bearing supported products hitting 
the marketplace. 
•  (5-500 hp) turbocompressors, (30-200 kW) 
microturbine generators, automotive 
turbochargers, APU’s and industrial blowers. 
• Many of these machines use foil bearings of first 
and second generation designs now off patent 
protection. 
Where did these bearings come from 
and what can be learned from studying 
their history?  
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“So where did these foil bearings 
come from?  How did we get to where 
we are? Who was responsible?” 
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“You cannot know where you 
are going unless you know 
where you’ve been” 
 
Technological Path History: Goals 
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Foil Bearing Load Capacity – Generation I, II, & III  
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• A study of the early years provides valuable insight into foil bearings 
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Approach: 
• Conduct literature search concentrating on earliest 
references to foil bearings 
• Identify key breakthroughs in understanding and design. 
• Carefully read publication reference lists and obscure 
government reports for clues describing technology 
dissemination and connections. 
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Blok and vanRossum 
(1953): the very first paper 
• Oil-lubricated plastic film, 
draped over a rotating 
steel shaft. 
•  Mimics highly loaded 
sleeve bearings at more 
moderate conditions.  
• First recognition that oil 
film pressure create the 
clearance. 
• Resulting, more uniform 
and thicker film has 
potentially lower friction. 
• No indication of use as a 
gas bearing. 
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Patel and Cameron (1957): 
the second paper • Oil-lubricated metal foil, 
wrapped over a rotating steel 
shaft. 
•  Foil backside covered in 
thermocouples to map 
temperature distribution. 
• First use of metal foil and 
engineering loads. 
• Pressure distribution 
speculated as varying axially 
and circumferentially. 
• Modeling assumed to be 
complex. 
• No indication of use as a gas 
bearing. 
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W.R. Gross (1962): the  
third well known reference  • The classic, comprehensive 
book on gas bearings. 
• Heavily based upon 
mathematics. 
• Originally written as internal 
IBM reports (chapters) to 
guide corporate development 
of disk drives and high speed 
machinery. 
• Appears to be the first written 
acknowledgment for a gas foil 
bearing. 
• Led to Gross being recognized 
as the source for foil gas 
bearings though the book 
vaguely suggests others. 
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W.R. Gross (1962): pages 138-140.  
“…others have experimented with this type of bearing.” 
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W.R. Gross (1962): pages 138-140.  
What does this mean??? 
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W.R. Gross (1958): Original internal IBM Chapter 5. 
(Courtesy IBM Archives) 
One of nine internal IBM reports written between 1957 
and 1960 that formed the basis of the 1962 book 
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W.R. Gross (1958): Chapter 5, page 70 
“Baumeister, working with 
Nejezchleb has observed 
good correlation between 
experimental film thickness 
determinations and those 
obtained by integration of 
equation (5k-13).” 
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J.T.S. Ma and the AMPEX 
Corporation were relatively 
new players in the early foil 
bearing history investigation. 
J.T.S. Ma (1965): Ampex Corporation 
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J.T.S. Ma (1965): Ampex Corporation 
Reference 7: 
R.C. Koh and W.E. Langlois, 
“Investigation of the Foil Bearing 
Problem,” IBM Research Report 
RJ 187, October 1960.” 
IBM research reports are not public archival 
documents.  Fortunately, IBM still maintains a library… 
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Classified until 1974, this report offers a clear picture of 
early foil bearing discovery.  
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Written by R.C. Koh, an IBM “Summer Employee” in 
1960 who went on to CalTech.  
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In 1960, the foil bearing phenomenon was a “problem” 
for IBM and other tape drive companies.  
• Koh credits Baumeister for 
recognizing recording tape 
transport phenomena as a 
type of foil bearing. 
• Baumeister also identified 
strong coupling of Reynold’s 
Eq. with tape dynamics.  
• Remainder of paper combines 
analyses from Gross and Elrod 
with experimental results from 
Baumeister-Nejezchleb’s to 
develop analytical models for 
tape behavior.  
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Baumeister published several foil bearing briefs on 
modeling but moved to other technologies by 1970.  
• Baumeister actively working 
on gas bearings in mid-1950’s, 
was well aware of lubrication 
field and the potential for gas 
bearings within recording 
technology. 
• Patent literature does not 
show that IBM had any interest 
in foil bearings for shaft 
support.  
• Foil bearing study limited to 
improving tape transport. 
• Gas bearing work also focused 
on disk drive-read/write head 
lubrication.  
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Baumeister deserves credit for being the first to make 
the connection between tape motion and foil bearings.  
• IBM’s foil bearing study 
limited to improving tape 
transport. 
• Gas bearing work that 
continued, especially that in 
California, focused on disk 
drive-read/write head 
lubrication.  
• W.R. Gross, inspired by 
Baumeister’s results 
envisioned a practical rotor 
support system based on foil 
bearings. 
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“So how did the early foil bearing 
investigations move from IBM to 
AMPEX and beyond?”  
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“With W.R. Gross” 
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In 1963, W.R. Gross moved to AMPEX to join his colleague 
(Wildman) and further develop foil bearings as a shaft 
support technology under a NAVY funded bearing 
program. 
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These US government funded efforts, managed 
by NASA resulted in widely distributed reports. 
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The technology also quickly spread to the UK as 
evidenced by this discussion of foil bearings suggesting a 
leaf type bearing in early 1967. 
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“Patent filings for all kinds of foil 
bearings followed…and the rest is 
technical history…”  
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The leaf foil bearings: (~1966 and beyond Marley, 
Barnett and Silver at AiResearch) 
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The bump foil bearings: (~1971 and beyond 
Cherubim, Gray and Shapiro at MTI) 
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“By 1972, the first generation foil 
bearings (leaf and bump type) were 
entering production use in air cycle 
machines (ACM)’s.”  
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Notable Names in Foil Bearings 
• Blok and vanRossum 
• Patel and Cameron 
• H.K. Baumeister 
• W.R. Gross 
• Marley, Barnet and Silver 
• Cherubim, Shapiro and Gray 
• Miller 
• Hehsmat 
• Alston Gu, Marshall Saville 
• Kang 
• Bosley and Weissert 
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Where is Oil-Free Turbomachinery Headed? 
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Oil-Free Turbomachinery Technology Path 
Air Cycle Machines (ACM’s) 
•  Clean Oil-Free Cabin Air 
•  High Reliability 
•  Maintenance Free 
Turbocompressors 
•  No Process Fluid Contamination 
•  Cryogenic Capability 
•  Long Life 
1970’s 
1980’s 
Turbogenerators 
•  Low Emissions 
•  Lightweight 
•  Maintenance Free 
Turbochargers 
•  Mounting Orientation Freedom 
•  No Particulate Emissions 
•  High Temperature Small Gas Turbine Engines 
•  High Speed 
•  Low Cost 
•  Maintenance Free 
Mid-Range & Large Engines 
•  High Temperature & High Speed 
•  Design Architecture Freedom 
•  Revolutionary Engines 
2015 
2020 
20?0 
2000 
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 Automotive 
OEM’s are going 
Oil-Free 
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• Turbochargers are emerging 
• High volume application will 
improve manufacturing 
• Competition will drive 
technology forward. 
• New bearings designed for 
high volume and low cost. 
• Significant development for 
Oil-Free turbomachinery. 
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• Capstone C30 turbine 
generator integrated with 
full size minivan 
• Plug-in hybrid approach 
(batteries, controls, 
regenerative braking) yields 
impressive performance  
• First Oil-Free car, a sign of 
the future, never needs 
service. 
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• Maintenance-Free hybrid 
electric vehicle 
demonstrators in all 
markets. 
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Oil-Free Turbomachinery: A Large and Complex Puzzle 
• Foil bearing design 
• Solid lubricants 
• Materials science 
• Rotordynamic models 
• Thermal management 
• Bearing performance maps 
• Bearing modeling 
• Bearing design tools 
• Bearing test facilities 
With many exciting career opportunities! 
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www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/Oilfree 
